
« SUNDIALS FOR ALL » 2022 CONTEST

The French magazine « Cadrans solaires pour tous » (Sundials for all) announces the
launch of a contest open to all and hopes that many of you will take part.
Four possible categories of dials have been chosen:
• The smallest sundial (a world record was set by the Italian Giuseppe Ferlenga in 1999,

realizing a sundial of 4mm x 6.5mm: record to break!).
• The simplest sundial to give to (and to understand by) a child.
• The most ecological sundial, using only everyday objects, recycled materials, in short

everything you won't have to buy...
• The most gourmet sundial (edible and appetizing!)
You can see it by the choice of these categories: the contest is not only for scientists or
experienced professionals but really for everyone. Get started!
Your application must be submitted by email before May 31, 2022 to contact@cadrans-
solaires.info and must be accompanied by:
• your first and last name (and age if a child),
• a brief description of the proposed sundial (materials used, stages of realization,

dimensions, operating principle, etc.) and the choice of category, among the 4 listed
above, in which you intend to compete,

• one or more photos to visualize the realization,
• a statement authorizing the publication of the previous information in the "Cadrans

solaires pour tous” magazine.
A jury, bringing together the members of the magazine's Editorial Committee, will meet
at the beginning of June 2022 and select the winners, who will be announced in the
Summer release of the magazine, to be published mid-June.
Each winner will have its creation featured in the magazine and will receive a diploma
certifying their status as "Laureate of the 2022 Sundials for all contest".
For the smallest dial in the world, it will be presented at Guinness World Records.
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